Location

Terme di Saturnia Natural Spa & Golf Resort lies at the foot of the medieval town of Saturnia, in the heart of the Tuscan Maremma. 120 health-giving hectares surround the millennia-old hot spring. All this immersed in a context of natural, wild charm, with fascinating cultural and archaeological itineraries of great interest. Apart from walking enchanted through the Mediterranean macchia scrub, guests can also visit old castles, medieval hilltowns, Etruscan necropolises and Roman ruins.

Distance from airport:
- “Leonardo da Vinci” Fiumicino - Rome, 150 km
- “Galileo Galilei” Pisa, 220 km
- “Corrado Beccarini” Grosseto (private flights/helicopter), 55 km

Distance from train station:
- Grosseto, 60 km
- Montalto di Castro, 50 km
- Capalbio, 50 km

Terme di Saturnia Natural Spa & Golf Resort is the elegant 5-star resort of the most famous and beloved thermal spring in Italy. Everything here confers a healthy glow: the beneficial properties of the water, the peace of the Maremma countryside, the innovative treatments from the multi-award-winning Beauty Clinic, the intriguing flavors from the 1919 Restaurant and the authentic ones of the Tuscan and Maremma tradition of Trattoria La Stellata. The Resort has been embracing the millennial thermal spring of Saturnia for 100 years. It offers its guests unlimited access to the waters, a symbol of thermal well-being in Italy.
124 Rooms & Suites

124 rooms in total, built along precise aesthetic principles. The composition of space, the choice of flooring, of light, of textiles and finishing touches: everything is designed to recreate a sense of harmonious well-being that pervades the resort and its surroundings. The Resort has also launched a new and stylish range of rooms, furnished along a modern Tuscan concept. Here, the charm of classic style is reinterpreted with designer items and details with a strong stylistic and personal imprint, such as the pattern that decorates a variety of furnishing elements, conceived exclusively for the resort.

2 Grand Suite
12 Suite
10 Junior Suite
62 Deluxe
27 Superior
5 Comfort

Spa & Golf

The Beauty Clinic, one of the largest and most prestigious in the world, offers innovative, tailor-made programs: from thermal spa treatments to beauty, facial and body treatments; from rituals and massages to specialized consultations.

The mild climate of the Tuscan Maremma and the presence of the hot spring waters make the Terme di Saturnia golf course the ideal place to play a round in any moment of the year. The 18-hole golf course was designed with a fervent commitment to safeguarding the natural environment, obtaining the prestigious GEO Certification.

Services

- Access to the millenary hot spring
- Access to the thermal park
- 1919 Restaurant
- Trattoria La Stellata
- Bar Drink & Food Library
- Club
- Tennis Court
- La Boutique
- La Cantinola
- Hair stylist
- Gym
- Mountain bikes and e-bikes

Meetings & Events

Meetings, events and team-building activities: Terme di Saturnia Natural Spa & Golf Resort is the perfect place for work-related meetings, surrounded by the wellness of the most famous thermal hot spring in Italy.

The beneficial power of the thermal water, the understated elegance of the resort, the secluded location in the green heart of Maremma, and the possibility to organize indoor and outdoor team-building activities: these make the conference center the perfect venue for exclusive, impressive events.

The two meeting rooms, equipped with the latest technologies, can be combined to host up to 250 people.